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asha kelunni nair born 8 july 1966 better known by her stage name revathi is an indian actress
and director known for her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam cinema in addition to
telugu hindi and kannada films asha kelunni better known by her stage name revathi is an indian
actress and director known for her works predominantly in tamil cinema in addition to malayalam
telugu hindi kannada films 1 asha kelunni better known by her stage name revathi is a highly
acclaimed indian actress and director recognized for her significant contributions to tamil and
malayalam cinema as well as her notable presence in telugu hindi and kannada films list of the
best revathi movies ranked best to worst with movie trailers when available revathi s highest
grossing movies have received a lot of accolades over the years earning millions upon millions
around the world salaam venky transl salute to you venky is a 2022 indian hindi language slice of
life drama film directed by revathi the film is produced by connekkt media along with suraj singh
and shraddha agrawal through their banners blive productions and rtake studios respectively
salaam venky directed by revathi with aamir khan priyamani kajol prakash raj sujata an ideal
mother who battled the most challenging situations one can ever face with a smile biography asha
kutty known by stage name revathi is an indian film actress and film director who predominantly
appears in tamil malayalam and telugu films she has won several accolades fleshed out with
commendable control by revathi and shane nigam a woman and her unemployed son struggle to tide
over painful personal histories as they confront a rapid unravelling of their asha kelunni better
known by her stage name revathi is a highly acclaimed indian actress and director recognized for
her significant contributions to tamil and malayalam cinema as well as her notable presence in
telugu hindi and kannada films revathi enacts her life as a tamil trans woman stringing stories
about finding community navigating family relationships encountering violence building
solidarities finding and losing love and discovering the joys of writing and performing a through
telling her own story and the stories of other members of the transgender community revathi
exposes the horrific violence inflicted upon the transgender community in india by the police the
public the medical community and their own families marupadiyam directed by balu mahendra with
joy badlani suresh chakravarthi nizhalgal ravi revathi marupadiyum is an emotional and
psychological drama that focuses on the central female protagonist a wife caught up in marital
discord played by revathi and her life henceforth asha kutty nair known by the stage name revathi
is an indian actress and film director known for her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam
cinema she has won several accolades including three national film awards in three different
categories and six filmfare awards south asha kutty nair known by the stage name revathi is an
indian actress and film director known for her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam cinema
she has won several accolades including three national film awards in three different categories
and six filmfare awards south salman khan will be seen with his love co star revathi after 32
years the actor revealed the details while revathi and kajol came on bigg boss 16 for promoting
their upcoming film salaam to be true to herself to escape the constant violence visited upon her
by her family and community the village born revathi ran away to delhi to join a house of hijras
her life became an incredible series of dangerous physical and emotional journeys to become a
woman and to find love revathi s account exposes how life s social and economic organisation is
terrible her work discusses how trans people suffer social exclusion as they are dehumanised
considered a rejection of humanity the intrinsic condition of human existence a revathi south
india s prominent face of the transgender community was born physiologically male but felt and
behaved like a female right from her childhood bhoothakaalam transl past is a 2022 indian
malayalam language supernatural horror film written and directed by rahul sadasivan starring
shane nigam and revathy 1 the film is produced by anwar rasheed under the banner plan t films in
association with shane nigam films welcome back to recipes by revathi always adding extra pinch
of love in each delicacy happy cooking today came up with a very yummy and easy breakfast as well
as snack recipe you can have it
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revathi wikipedia Apr 19 2024
asha kelunni nair born 8 july 1966 better known by her stage name revathi is an indian actress
and director known for her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam cinema in addition to
telugu hindi and kannada films

revathi filmography wikipedia Mar 18 2024
asha kelunni better known by her stage name revathi is an indian actress and director known for
her works predominantly in tamil cinema in addition to malayalam telugu hindi kannada films 1

revathi imdb Feb 17 2024
asha kelunni better known by her stage name revathi is a highly acclaimed indian actress and
director recognized for her significant contributions to tamil and malayalam cinema as well as
her notable presence in telugu hindi and kannada films

the 70 best movies directed by revathi ranker Jan 16 2024
list of the best revathi movies ranked best to worst with movie trailers when available revathi s
highest grossing movies have received a lot of accolades over the years earning millions upon
millions around the world

salaam venky wikipedia Dec 15 2023
salaam venky transl salute to you venky is a 2022 indian hindi language slice of life drama film
directed by revathi the film is produced by connekkt media along with suraj singh and shraddha
agrawal through their banners blive productions and rtake studios respectively

salaam venky 2022 imdb Nov 14 2023
salaam venky directed by revathi with aamir khan priyamani kajol prakash raj sujata an ideal
mother who battled the most challenging situations one can ever face with a smile

revathi latest news photos videos awards filmography Oct 13 2023
biography asha kutty known by stage name revathi is an indian film actress and film director who
predominantly appears in tamil malayalam and telugu films she has won several accolades

bhoothakaalam review revathi is flawless in must watch film Sep
12 2023
fleshed out with commendable control by revathi and shane nigam a woman and her unemployed son
struggle to tide over painful personal histories as they confront a rapid unravelling of their

revathi movies tv and bio amazon com Aug 11 2023
asha kelunni better known by her stage name revathi is a highly acclaimed indian actress and
director recognized for her significant contributions to tamil and malayalam cinema as well as
her notable presence in telugu hindi and kannada films

a revathi activist and performer on her journey as an Jul 10
2023
revathi enacts her life as a tamil trans woman stringing stories about finding community
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navigating family relationships encountering violence building solidarities finding and losing
love and discovering the joys of writing and performing a

a life in trans activism by a revathi goodreads Jun 09 2023
through telling her own story and the stories of other members of the transgender community
revathi exposes the horrific violence inflicted upon the transgender community in india by the
police the public the medical community and their own families

marupadiyam 1993 imdb May 08 2023
marupadiyam directed by balu mahendra with joy badlani suresh chakravarthi nizhalgal ravi revathi
marupadiyum is an emotional and psychological drama that focuses on the central female
protagonist a wife caught up in marital discord played by revathi and her life henceforth

list of awards and nominations received by revathi wikimili Apr
07 2023
asha kutty nair known by the stage name revathi is an indian actress and film director known for
her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam cinema she has won several accolades including
three national film awards in three different categories and six filmfare awards south

list of awards and nominations received by revathi wikipedia Mar
06 2023
asha kutty nair known by the stage name revathi is an indian actress and film director known for
her works predominantly in tamil and malayalam cinema she has won several accolades including
three national film awards in three different categories and six filmfare awards south

salman khan and his love co star revathi to reunite after 32 Feb
05 2023
salman khan will be seen with his love co star revathi after 32 years the actor revealed the
details while revathi and kajol came on bigg boss 16 for promoting their upcoming film salaam

truth about me the a hijra life story amazon com Jan 04 2023
to be true to herself to escape the constant violence visited upon her by her family and
community the village born revathi ran away to delhi to join a house of hijras her life became an
incredible series of dangerous physical and emotional journeys to become a woman and to find love

a revathi s work and the inclusion of non normative Dec 03 2022
revathi s account exposes how life s social and economic organisation is terrible her work
discusses how trans people suffer social exclusion as they are dehumanised considered a rejection
of humanity the intrinsic condition of human existence

exploring transgender sexuality and agency in a revathi s Nov 02
2022
a revathi south india s prominent face of the transgender community was born physiologically male
but felt and behaved like a female right from her childhood
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bhoothakaalam wikipedia Oct 01 2022
bhoothakaalam transl past is a 2022 indian malayalam language supernatural horror film written
and directed by rahul sadasivan starring shane nigam and revathy 1 the film is produced by anwar
rasheed under the banner plan t films in association with shane nigam films

recipes by revathi youtube Aug 31 2022
welcome back to recipes by revathi always adding extra pinch of love in each delicacy happy
cooking today came up with a very yummy and easy breakfast as well as snack recipe you can have
it
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